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Abstract 

 

We lay a ground for a simple comparison, in terms of welfare, of negative and favorable 

effects of zero interest rate policy (ZLB policy), which have been analyzed so far in complete 

isolation from each other. Using a standard New Keynesian dynamic stochastic general 

equilibrium model, we show that if ZLB policy has no impact on post-crisis restructuring or 

uncertainty (which we approximate by an increase in inertia of shock to natural interest rate), 

then such a policy is welfare enhancing relative to establishing clearly positive lower bound 

(PLB) except for the case where PLB policy is pursued under commitment while ZLB policy 

is discretionary. However, quite limited adverse effect of ZLB policy on restructuring or 

uncertainty usually suffices for PLB policy to pay off in terms of welfare. Only if ZLB policy 

was pursued under commitment while PLB policy was discretionary, PLB policy dominance 

over ZLB policy, in terms of welfare, would require strong adverse effect of ZLB policy on 

restructuring or uncertainty. With given impact of ZLB policy on restructuring and 

uncertainty, the larger and more persistent the shock that makes ZLB bind, the more likely the 

PLB policy dominance over ZLB policy. These findings are fairly robust to changes in the 

model’s calibration.  They suggest, contrary to other studies on ZLB, that central bank should 

be rather cautious about cutting interest rates all the way to zero. 
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